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I photographed this bright photo on a cold day in Park City, Utah. 
The small orange luminous lights help  flatter the uniqueness 
outside of this cafe. viewer is left with an insight of what a local
cafe in  downtown Park City is like.



This large Rolex clock was placed Downtown on Main Street in 1884. Its large 
face prominently displays  large Roman numerals and stands tall in
the center of town. This photo lets you get a glimpse of the  past and the
history in Utah.



I took this photo to help better understand the mammoth size of the Wasatch 
mountains which are part of  the Rocky Mountains Range in Park City, Utah. 
The light hitting the mountains brings out the beauty in  nature and all the 
beautiful colors surrounded by us. This will forever be my favorite place to ski.



This gnarly snowboarder is crusin’ down the slopesin Park City, Utah on a sunny 
but cold day. The  background of this photo made me realize how massive 
mountains are and how beautiful they look from  the top. All the different shades 
of blue reveal the calmness of riding down the ski trails.



This birds eye view from the top of the chairlift
makes you feel like you are soaking up the sun 
even though  it is a chilly day in Utah. The shadows
give the photo characteristic and the sun looks 
heavenly hitting the  snow. The dark brown trees 
make the ski trails look calm and mysterious.



This photo was taken at one of the peaks of the mountain on a cold windy 
day. The different heights of the  mountains in the distance help give the 
photo different levels. This body of work points to a more general  idea; the 
beauty of mountains and all the activities that mountains can allow us to do.



Looking at this photo makes me feel enchanted as I am surrounded by
nature and its natural beauty. When observing the combination of
trees and mountains, it makes me feel happy and at peace. The
landscape in photo makes me feel like I am part of the scene and
connected with nature.



The lightly covered pine trees help compliment the
bright colored ski. This long ski lift brings you
through the trees to the top of the mountain. The
silence as you glide through the trees gives you the
opportunity to soak in all the nature that is around
you.



As I was driving along a highway on the side of a
mountain, I noticed a large clump of sneakers 
tied  around a section of trees. This mysterious 
and colorless photo allows me to make my own 
conclusion of  what is going on.



This zoomed in photo of sneakers in a tree off of 
a highway in Park City, Utah. It makes me wonder
who  the “Ella” may be and why her name is 
written on a sneaker. The dark color of the shoes 
help  compliment the gray cloudy sky. The angle 
of the photo is important to show the bottom of 
the shoes  and all the different shoes on the tree.


